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Papers

The Law School is now making arrangements to pub
lish all papers delivered at the School during the
An announcement

obtaining
To

the Hecord

of

impression of

an

the

these addresses, there follows a series of
excerpts, drawn from all the talks given during

1959-W

for

which

manuscripts

"I know that this

are

graduates
qualities

who

technicians with all the

success in

private practice,

professions they
May

in

mission, motivated

by

a

business,

are

that will

May

history

or

of civilization.

simply

the

negative objec
positive goal

tive of the defeat of communism but the

victory. And may the victory they work for not be
victory of America over any other people but the
victory of all mankind-the victory of knowledge over
ignorance, of plenty over want, of health over disease,
of freedom and justice over tyranny, wherever these
of

the

evils may exist in the world.
Men and women with practical,

disciplined, legal
minds inspired by such idealism will make a mighty
contribution to a realization of the eternal goal of the
American revolution-a world in which men can be
free, nations can be independent, and people can live

together

in peace and

friendship."

-The Honorable Richard M. Nixon, Vice Presi
dent of the United States

Dedicatory Address
October, 1959

lawyer draws up a document and makes
it say exactly what he wants it to say in the shortest
possible compass, but covering every point with ac
curacy and precision; when he writes an opinion or a
brief with flawless care, and does it in depth and with
the simplicity which comes from thinking through his
problems to the very end; when he will not let go until
the job is done not merely correctly but elegantly, in
all its perfection of workmanship; then the lawyer
experiences something of the true artist's satisfaction.
And if he goes further and by a great exercise of the
imagination-which of all the lawyer's gifts is the
rarest and the hardest to come by, being the product
"When

a

jungle,

sees

and

in truth

prolonged

inner search

hitherto insoluble

prob
an
impassable
through
pathway
thereby puts everything to rights, he does
a

clear

a

experience

all the

of

joys

a

creative artist who

being and has
beauty out of chaos. Each of you may,
and if you devote yourselves to your clients' needs
with ardor and determination you surely will experi

has reached into the

ence

of his

depths

forth

brought

this

joy

of the creative artist."

-from "The Practice of Law"
by Lloyd K. Garrison, Esq., of the New York
October, 1959

assure

in the other

they may also be men with a
flaming idealism based on the

their mission be not

finds the solution to

or

superb

recognition of the fact that this last half of the twen
tieth century can be the brightest or the darkest page
in the

lem

continue to

may select.

I urge, too, that

lawyer

available.

great law school will

send out from its campus

legal

soon.

of

content

brief

to

the academic year 1959-60.
format, price, and means of

this collection will be made

readers

give

as

and agony and

sweat

ing, repeated and repeated till suddenly in a moment
of calm the inspiration flashes forth like a star in the
night-when by a great exercise of the imagination a
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"Obviously
ice, seek

Bar

the law, and other forms of public serv
and women who are educated in the

men

very best and highest sense of that term. But how do
we define an educated man?
I would suggest that an intelligent man recognizes
facts, although he may not know what to do about
them; a learned man recognizes ideas, although he
may fear them or avoid them; an educated man rec
ognizes himself as a man, beset by conflict, from with
in and without, but with a capacity for peace, weak

before nature's inexorable laws but

of and

aware

obedient to those laws, blind to the ultimate mystery
of life but awake to the possibility of immortality.
He is

for the
He has

aware

of

a

universal

right form and an
a
deep respect for

he has an eye
for the voice of truth.

harmony;

ear

the past,

a

devout faith in

the future, and he knows himself to be the one con
scious, if imperfect instrument for binding the two

together.
Most of
man

all,

I believe that the mind of the educated

is open, it is

flexible, and

it

gives

him

a

power

spiritual zest for living-not granted to the
merely intelligent, the merely learned man. The edu
cated man is not immune to prejudice or weakness or
bad habits; certainly not to discontent or discourage
to

soar-a

ment or

go()d

or

confusion, but he strives to resolve all fortune,
bad, into useful experience. He may regard

himself

as an
optimist or a pessimist, religious or
agnostic, Republican or Democrat, or he may believe

only in his own disbelief, but he is motivated always
by some kind of belief. He may be a doubter but he
is not cynical. He is capable of a
high pitch of en
thusiasm.
volves the
his

He may conform to custom, where it in
regulation of traffic, the wearing of clothes,

coming

and

going

to

work, but he will not,

long run, be confined by custom. There
walls around him and no roof above. He is
or

saint, but

only

a

are

in the

no

real

no

paragon
man, conscious, however dimly,
continued

on

page 23
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petitors-it

must be

a

monopoly.

How does it

get

to

monopoly and how does it remain one? First you
induce the rest of society to accept your goals of being
a
monopolist. In the case of public utilities this has
be

a

been easy. In the

case

of unions this

was

much hard

although it seems now to be widely enough ac
cepted for all practical purposes. But when it comes
to enforcing the monopoly right, i.e., keeping out com
petitors, the public is not willing to help the union be
a
monopolist in the way it will help a public utility.
The union cannot telephone the police and have non
union competitors put in jail. Although the public
attitude toward labor monopoly seems favorable, the
public is not willing to let its police power be used to
enforce it-nor, and this is most important, is it willing
to use its police power to prevent it-by protecting

er'

"strike breakers."

Instead,

our

are

private

This in turn will necessitate
the structure,
executive and

panded
of

re

and ethical

some recon

a

concentration

progressive

and power in the executive and a cen
tralization of power and leadership in Washington.
On the assumption that these trends are, for all prac
tical purposes, irreversible, they pose serious problems
not only for governmental organization and political

responsibility but for
of a free society."

the basic values and

assumptions

-from "The Response of the Political Order"
by Peter H. Odegard, Professor of Political
Science, University of California, Berkeley
The Conference on Power and Responsibility
Nooember, 1959
"All these encroachments
mation threaten to

change

on

the

right

the nature of

to

get infor

self-govern
only if they are
ing society in which the citizens can intelligently per
fully informed. The citizen who is partially informed
has no opinions of his own but only the opinions of
a

form the functions entrusted to them

those who select for him the information he is to be
allowed to have. His judgments and decisions are of
little moment if they are judgments and decisions given
to him

by

an

informed elite which alone is in posses

tion, and that is

to

and

leadership

-from "The Assumptions of Economics unth
Respect to Power and Responsibility"
by Armen A. Alchian, Professor of Economics,
University of California, Los Angeles
The Conference on Power and Responsibility
November, 1959
come

review of

the powers and functions of government at all

levels, but have produced

sion of the facts.

guild system without the reli
values which helped to mitigate

-searching

procedures,
legislative departments

available."

"The modern administrative state has

a

and interrelations of the

sideration of the federal system itself. The centripetal
forces at work since the Civil War have not only ex

threats and

semble this medieval

gious

tive.

mono

applications of
violence rather than through publicly operated
agencies. Private police forces are called "goons and
gangsters," presumably because their actions are re
prehensible or illegal. These special employees are
specialists in private applications of force and violence
and compulsion, although literally they are in the same
class as police or military action. One is state-owned,
the other is privately owned. One is socially accept
able, the other is not-although its purposes are. Thus,
if striking is done peacefully, that is, if potential strike
breakers are kept out with no overt violence, no legal
It resorts to

sanctions

closer

power is used neutrally, that is,
protect labor rights of non-union

workers. How then does the union enforce its

27

scrutiny by the legislature but much
supervision and control by the elected execu

only

not

closer

police

it is not used to

poly?

Law School

Chicago

The government puts out a great deal of informa
to the good, and not otherwise; but it

does not

satisfy

the whole

for information.

things
things

They

requirements

of free citizens

need to know not

only

the

that make the

government look good, but the
that make the government look good when it

deserves to look good and the things that make it look
bad when it deserves to look bad. This is not likely
to

be found in official statements and press releases."

of the worst features of its earlier prototype.
Moreover, because they exercise not only adminis

some

but legislative and judicial powers
as well, it has been
customary in this country to make
these agencies independent. Neither the elective
executive, whether governor or president, nor the
legislature has any effective continuous control over
their policies or procedures. If we are to make the
trative

Editor,
Washington Post and Times-Herald; Presi
dent, American Society of Newspaper Editors
The Conference on Power and Responsibility
November, 1959

authority,

modern democratic state

a more

responsible

and effec

tive instrument of the

public interest and welfare, a
greater measure of popular control over these admin
istrative agencies is essential. Otherwise
they will

remain

-from "The Position of the Press"
by James R. Wiggins, Executive

as

a

"headless fourth branch" of American

government. Increased popular control will involve

"In this section

attempt will be made to explore
meaning
concept of responsibility and
ascertain (1) the extent to which management has

the
to

an

of the

new

legally freed from the duty to maximize stock
profit and (2) whether there are grounds for
belief that management policies are being determined
by considerations of social responsibility. In attempt
ing the second task, we shall not study the afterbeen

holder
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and,

to

The University of

minor extent, benevolence towards others.
market-place, as described in the

a

In the economic

Wealth

the beneficial outcome of laissez

of Nations,

faire is ascribed to other factors than instincts and
social sentiments, except
mutative

justice

are

simple rules of com
voluntarily obeyed. Within the
as

the

family, in relations with one's friends and
diate neighbors, in one's operations as

one's imme
a

patriotic

citizen of one's

country, the instincts, the social senti
conscience, the desire for public approval,

ments,

sympathy benevolence, patriotism, suffice to produce
a
good society. In the market, however, one is dealing
as with
strangers; to use later terminology, the market
is

"anonymours,"

is ruled

by

the "cash nexus."

The

social sentiments, therefore, are not aroused into ac
tion, and man behaves in response to calculating,
rational self-interest. Fortunately, however, the nature

Law School

Chicago

that will be

in

it, that government,

that it enforces the rules of
to

assure a

justice,

imposed.

in the criminal case,

time credit for

supervising,
There is

Jacob

Viner, Professor of Economics,
University
The Second Henry Simons Lecture
November, 1959

the capstone of absolute discretion in

volved in the executive

pardoning power.
that roster of discretions with those in

Compare
private law,
even

and the contrast is marked indeed.

the broad reaches of

is accustomed to think of dis

as a
power exercised by men, as indeed it is,
and therefore a departure from the doctrine that ours

cretion

government of laws and

not of

men.

In

criminal law where the

principles of strict construction,
ex
and
nullum
crimen singe lege have their
post facto,
rich burgeoning, the presence of broad discretionary
power

seems a

negation of fundamental principle and

gross threat to individual freedom.
Be that as it may, discretion, occupies a special place
in the administration of criminal justice. There is more
recognizable discretion in the field of crime control,
including that part of its broad sweep which lawyers
call "criminal law," than in any other field in which law
regulates conduct. Moreover, that discretion exists at
the inception of a criminal matter and persists to the
end.
The police exercise discretion whether to arrest or
not, whether to investigate or not. The prosecutor has,
too, the discretion whether to initiate a prosecution or
not, or whether to investigate or not. The grand jury,
if there is one, has virtual discretion to indict or not,
the contrary applicable statutes notwithstanding. The
a

prosecutor, again, has a discretion whether to prosecute
an indictment, or to nolle
pros., or to accept a lesser

plea.

The court has

a

discretion in

counts to submit to

a

the

plea

jury,

the lesser

jury,

which

determining
charge to give

the kind of

it may

equity provide

a

Not

comparable

roster -of discretion."
in Criminal Law Enforce
ment"
by the Honorable Charles D. Breitel, Justice
of the New York Supreme Court, Appellate

=irom "The Controls

Division, First Department
The Conference on Criminal Justice

"It may be that in the time to come new methods
will be devised for laying bare the truth and we shall

be

taught
will

jury

seems

to

read the mind of man; and then trial by
as barbarous as trial
by ordeal now

seem

to

us.

But then it will

Trial

accept,

or

to

the sentence

no

longer

is not

be

a

trial but

instrument for

inquisition.
by jury
getting at the truth; it is a process designed to make it
as sure as is
possible that no innocent man is convicted.
It was born in the same century as Magna Carta. No
an

a

releasing, conditioning release,
returning offenders for violation.

lanuaru, 1960

Princeton

should be

Parole exercises the

behavior.

good

and

even

provided only

Faire"

Anglo-American

jury,

uncontrolled discre

broadest discretion in

need do little else

-from "The Intellectual History of Laissez

"The

of course, has

The petty

practically

acquit. There is obvious discretion in the pro
bation agency, if an offender is turned over 10 it. There
is ever larger discretion reposed in correctional agen
cies. It is evident in classification, reception centers,
modes of treatment, and the various rewards, including

flourishing economy."

by

a

tion to

of economic process is such, it involves such a high
degree of harmony of interests between the individuals

participating

29

free

man

shall be seized

upon the
concern of the

judgment

save

world has not
our concern.

men

yet

It

or

an

imprisoned or outlawed
equals. That was the

of his

of those times and the state of the

so

altered that it should not still be

means

in

England

that the

guilty

often

go free. It explains and justifies the rule about the
reasonable doubt, the need for unanimity and the
favour that is shown to the defence. But above all it
means

that

but

the verdict of the ruled. In

by

a man

shall

not

be

imprisoned by his
a

rulers

world fromwhich

all tyranny has gone we may find a better way
justice. But until then a man must have the

oFttlJ:oing
right

to

"put himself upon his country." It is all contained in
the old words of the charge to the jury:

'Upon

this indictment he hath been

and upon his

arraignment

is not

and

guilty,

by

his

he hath

plea

arraigned,
pleaded that he

he hath put himself

upon his country, which country ye are, and it is
for you to say whether he be guilty or not, and to
hearken to the evidence.'
-from "The Criminal Trial and Appeal
land"
·by The Right Honorable Lord Justice
of the C ourt of Appeal
The Conference on Criminal Justice
January, 1960

in

Eng

Devlin,
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judges of England, it is said, do not make the
They only apply it. The judges of America not
only apply the law, they make it
If the function of the judges comes to be regarded
as
being, not only to maintain but also to improve the
law, there will cease to be any real divergence between
the functions of the judiciary in England and in the
United States. The judges of England, for all that
some
say, do quite a lot of law-making. They influence
the growth of the law by "distinguishing" previous
cases, by writing off pronouncements as obiter dicta,
by choosing one line of precedents rather than another,
"The

law.

....

by overruling particular precedents which are at vari
ance with
principle, by giving a liberal interpretation
rather than a literal one, by applying old principles to
changing circumstances, and so forth: but they do not
reject or change its fundamental principles. They
leave that to the legislature. The line is no doubt diffi
cult to draw, but it is regularly done."
in Modern Democracy"
by The Right Honorable Lord Denning of
Whitchurch, Lord of Appeal in Ordinary

-from "The Judiciary

The Fourth Ernst Freund Lecture

March,

1960

The night Honorable Lord Denning of Whitchurch, P. C., delivered the Ernst Freund Lecture in the Auditorium of the
With him on the platform is Roscoe T. Steffen, John P. Wilson Professor of Law, who presided.

Buildings.

new
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'
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Dinner

in

the Main Lounge before the dedication of the

Kirkland Courtroom.

"While the

ing
the

courts is

use

teaching

need for

of the

closer

a

courtroom

new

by

relationship

with the trial courts.

Here is the crucible in which is tested the worth of

every document

a

lawyer writes,

every

he

opinion

renders, all counsel he gives-in fact, every legal com
mitment. There are lawyers, great lawyers, who have
had court

experience. Talleyrand said of Hamilton
one true
genius he had known; that
he divined Europe without having seen it. So it may
be with some lawyers. They may divine the spirit of
the courtroom without experiencing it, but they are
exceptional men.
not

that he

a

was

the

Yet, 1 feel that there could be put into effect within
reasonable time, provision for trial at the law school

of

a

limited number of

problem which, on
faculty is busy. The
have

no

its

this is

courts

cases

are

which

tainly a few suitable ones
stipulation can be tried in
consider the

by

enormity

Professor

a

face, appears insoluble. The
overwhelmed.

Lawyers

time to spare for the young student.

the multitude of

vanced

Arranging

cases.

can

to

our

this courtroom.

of the

But in

courts, cer
be found which by

come

jury project

Harry Kalven, Jr.

Professor Soia M entschikoD reports
during the Dedication Weekend.

the review

further step toward bringing reality into
of law, 1 place as first and foremost the

a

so

'I

When

ably

ad

and his associ
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"Although

there

to be

seems

the basis of social science

ment, steeped in its tradition of
of legislative reform, twice has

courtrooms."

.

mouth Kirkland Courtroom
April, 1960

res each

for the purpose

a social
science research project to obtain the
information which appears necessary in drafting a
reform of the statute of distribution.

underlying theory of the two studies undertaken
England by the Royal Commissions is that people
who make a will are really not different from those
who fail to make one, except for the formality of
whether they make a will or not, and that therefore a
study of a sample of wills will indicate what people
The

in

who do not have wills would want done with their
had thought about it, or, to use the
if

property
term

they

that Grotius

it is

used,

the dead

to

indicate the person to whom
had wished that it should

is whether this is

man

a

fair

we

must

consider, there

assumption."

-from "Statutory Beiorm of Interstate Succes
sion Laws and

-from the remarks of the Honorable Ulysses S.
Schwartz, lustice of the Illinois Appellate
Court, member of the Law School Visiting
Committee; at the Dedication of the WelJ-

on

ing

fore,

regular

evidence that any

charged a Royal Com
mission with studying a sample of wills so that the
legislators might be enlightened as to what people
actually do in their wills. This was done in England
in 1925 when the English Parliament made the first
major change in the statute of distribution since 1670,
and it was done again in 1952 when another significant
change was made. It is the purpose of this paper to
consider some of the problems which arise in construct

would

trials in the

no

research, the British Parlia

probable
belong. The first questions

bring desirable results. From there on, the
practice could be extended to having students attend

the Arbitration Project

American statute of distribution has been drafted

ates, in the face of great obstacles. 1 believe that the
application of a fraction of such energy to this

project

on

Social Science Research"

by Allison Dunham, Professor of Law, The
Unioersiiu of Chicago Law School
This talk, together with the Kaloen and
Mentschiko/J papers quoted from belen»,
formed a discussion of the Law and Be
havioral Science Research Projects at the Law
School offered as part of the Dedicatory

Celebration

on

April 30,

1960
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The University of

Governor

eral

Rockefeller, the Lord Chancellor and Secretary
Hammarskjold on Convocation Day.

Gen

At the

Chicago

Law School
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Governor Rockefeller talking with University Trustees
the Convocation Procession formed.

before

Reception for Chief Justice Warren, left to right, Mrs.
lo Desha Lucas, Thomas R. Mulroy, of the Law School Alumni
Board and Visiting Committee, Mrs. Mulroy, Mrs. Ben Heine
man, the Lord Chancellor, and Ben Heineman, member of the

The Honorable Dag Hammarskjold, Secretary General of the
United Nations, left, with Professor Nicholas de Belleville Kat
zenbach and Mrs. Katzenbach, at the dinner which preceded
Mr. Hammarskjold's address during the Dedication Ceremonies.

of

equality beyond the law-fully as meaningful and
critical. This touches upon areas of opportunity, health,
human relationships largely untouched by explicit

is not

The moral issue, ultimately, is a matter of
individual motive and intent. And the comment of
Scripture is sound and relevant: "The law is good, if

change by

Visiting Committee.

statute.

a man use

it

actions,
leave

people,

no

our

same

time-in

our

laws and

our

nation and before the world-strive to

in

nor

in

meeting

new and
rightful needs. This is the law of
which the law itself must live.

We must,

change,

the world's law." For respect for
disappear, if the law evades or lags

nor

act

even

as

without

we

strive to foster and to lead

prideful passion

or

righteous

against those who would thwart our
There is no part of the earth to which we, as

wrath-even

lawfully."

We must at the

thy friend,

the law itself will

any nation,

to

feel that "the world

hopes.
a
people,

can
say: we, the Americans, are flawless
models for your future destiny. And there is no part
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of this nation entitled to say to any other part of this
we have achieved
perfection in respecting the

nation:

dignity

and

All this

suggests

law,

as

There is

of all

the

men

of all

spirit-the

races.

calm and

sovereign

believe must rule in these halls
in all such halls
throughout our nation.

spirit-that
of

equality
I

deeply

truly

no

other

tional conduct

to test us,

this Twentieth

Century."

area
as

a

of national life

people,

so

or na

critically

in
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have to register a tendency to cre
each new major field of activity.
for
organs
Thus international cooperation in the field of the
peaceful uses of atomic energy led to the establish
ment of the International Atomic
Energy Agency,
which for all practical purposes functions as a special

"Historically

ate

we

new

ized agency.

Similarly, in the case
implementation of an agreement on
creation of

Finally,

a

even

new

autonomous

in the field of

of control of the
nuclear tests, the

organ is

anticipated.

disarmament, which under

the Charter is
-from "The Law and Human Equality"

by The Honorable Nelson A. Rockefeller,
Governor of the State of New York
The Convocation Address, at the Special Con
for the
May 1, 1960
vocation

new

Law

Buildings

suggestions

a central task of the United
Nations,
have been made to the effect that activities

of decisive

significance should be entrusted to a new
which
organ
might be not only administratively but
also politically independent of the United Nations.

The recipients of honorary degrees at the Special Convocation marking the Dedication and Occupancy of the new Law Buildings.
Left to right: The Honorable Charles E. Clark, Chief Judge, United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit; the Honorable
Herbert F. Goodrich, Judge, United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit; The Honorable Walter V. Schaefer, Justice,
Supreme Court of Illinois; the Honorable Earl Warren, Chief Justice of the United States; the Honorable Roger J. Traynor, Justice,
Supreme Court of California; the Honorable Dag Hammarskjold, Secretary General of the United Nations; and the Right Honor
able V'iscount Kilmuir of Creich, Lord High Chancellor of Great Britain.
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The University of

In view of the tentative

stage

so

far reached

as

coordination of activities among the various
organizations working on the basis of universality, it

regards

may be questioned whether the tendency to which I
have just referred will not prove to be a deviation
leading us away from the most fruitful direction for
an evolution of a framework for international
coopera

Chicago

Law School

by the development of too many branches,
finally sapping its strength so that it breaks down
under its own weight.
Having spoken about the risk of disintegration of
the international framework through a proliferation of
weakened

organs. I should mention also the opposite risk, that
by combining too many tasks too closely within one
and the same organ, you break it up, as of course no

tion. At least it seems to me that, if this
tendency is
accepted and continued, it should be counterbalanced
by an effort to evolve new forms for integration of the

organization

work of the various international

not

tion

say in what direction such forms may
be found, but unless they are developed we may come
to face a situation where the
very growth of the frame
work for international cooperation tends to lead us to

ship

in

an

a

position

ultimate

again
is

as

on

if

a

we

agencies.

I

am

to

weakening. If I am permitted to fall back
parallel with biological developments, it
were to
permit the growth of a tree to be

A view
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of the

simple

can

carry an unlimited burden because
fact that no leaders of such an organiza

can

have the

over

capacity

ever-expanding

to

give satisfactory

leader

areas."

-from "The Development of a Constiuitional
Framework for International Cooperation"
by The Honorable Dag Hammarskjold, Secre
tary-General of the United Nations
The Dedicatory Celebration
May 1, 1960

of Rockefeller Chapel during the Special Convocation.

